
Three generations on the job. Three radically different outlooks on work, life, and how to combine 
them. Here, some hard-won insights on how to recruit, retain, motivate, and engage them all. 

and interest divides that pose formidable 
challenges to most organizations. Sure, 
there’s much griping over intergenera-
tional conflicts and diversity of needs. 
You probably got the memo on politi-
cal correctness from a few Boomers. 
You’ve likely played devil’s advocate with 
a couple of Gen-Xers. And you may have 
received a friend request from a Millen-
nial, or two hundred, an invitation most 
Boomers consider utterly baffling. Take 
any aspect of working and you’ll find 
they’re not all on precisely the same page.

Yet, the more than 54 million jobs 
that will need to be filled over the next 
decade,3 as older workers exit, demand 
that Boomers seamlessly transfer their 
experiential and institutional wisdom, 
especially to Millennials, who are ex- 
pected to compose 75 percent of the 
workforce by 2025.4 

No matter how 
tech-savvy, they 
need lots of other 
know-how to 
succeed.

Organizational consultants, human 
resources experts, and successful team 
leaders agree: There’s hope. And it 
begins with getting to know just who 
makes up today’s workforce, how they 
think, what they expect from their em-
ployers, and how they define security. 
Each group has a different feel for what 
a career means, how coworkers and  
bosses should relate, if work and life 
should be separate, and whether retire-
ment is a pipe dream or a possibility. Each 
also has a slightly different list of priori-
ties and incentives, molded by the social 

and historical events of their 
formative years as well as by 
the nurturing styles of their 
first bosses, their parents. 

T
he Boomers started it all: 
Arriving on earth in such 
vast numbers at a mo-
ment of accelerating cul-
tural change, they made 
the world aware that times 

and events shape huge generational dif-
ferences in attitudes and outlooks that 
distinguish people over the course of a 
lifetime, from how they play to how they 
learn to how they work, not to mention 
how they relate to others. Or not. 

Born between 1946 and 1964, Baby 
Boomers kicked off many mass move-
ments for change in the U.S. Now at the 
top of the work chain, holding much of 
the power and most of the institutional 
wisdom as they contemplate retirement, 
they currently make up 38 percent of the 
workforce.1 Just pouring into the work 
world are the so-called Millennials, or 
Generation Y, the trophy generation, 
born between 1980 and 2000. They 
want you to reward and promote them 
just for showing up. In between is Gen-
eration X, born between 1965 and 1979, 
with its distinctly individualistic outlook, 
making up a third of the workforce.2

Overseeing them all are managers 
and executives who must recruit, retain, 
motivate, and engage them all while 
fostering cooperation across age 

Bridging the Big divide

See the Ultimate Generational Cheat Sheet
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Pragmatism.  
Pragmatism. Pragmatism. 
Struggle of both males and 

females to balance work 
and family with little cultural 

support puts all else in 
perspective.

gen-xers

IDenTITY InDex Boomers
B. 1946–1964

gen-xers
B. 1965–1979

mIllennIals
B. 1980–2000

WORk eTHiC Driven; committed Balanced; flexible; work hard, play hard Fulfillment matters more than salary

CaReeR expeCTaTiOnS Rewards come after paying dues; build one career Accumulate skills by taking on differing projects Rapid promotion; meaningful work or out; juggle many jobs 

GReaTeST feaR Losing pension, savings, or job; being unable to retire
Being overshadowed by Millennials; being  

overlooked for promotions
Silence; unplugging; routine; eternal internship

need fOR diReCTiOn Need guidance with technology Prefer to work independently Need and prefer close mentorship

COde WORdS
"Institutional wisdom"; "experience";  
"self-actualization"; "professionalism"

"What's in it for me?"; "Yes, but";
"Don't count on it"; "Get real"

"You are special"; OMG, BRB, JK, X Marks the Change"Google 
this"; "Word"; "cray-cray"; "epic"; "Just sayin'"

STRenGTHS
Consensus-building; face-to-face networking;

institutional wisdom; experience
Ability to work independently; tech-literate;  

results-oriented; flexible; pragmatic
Tech savvy; ability to rapidly obtain information;  

speed of task completion

WeakneSSeS
Resistant to new technology; allergic to disregard for status 

and experience
Weak team players; skeptical of authority

Impatient; easily distracted; difficulty listening; overshare 
opinions; baffled by hierarchy; commitment-phobic

enGaGemenT dRiveRS
Titles; public recognition; involvement; corporate events;  

"Your opinion is valued"; "We need you"
Flexibility in work hours; ability to work independently;  

opportunities to develop skills
Immediate (and constant) feedback; immediate rewards;  

being given a say on matters

LeaRninG STYLeS
Classroom-based; participatory learning;  

analysis and reflection
Multimedia or web-based training; bullet-point briefs;  

access to organized databases
Interactive; multimedia (webinars, Webcasts, podcasts);  

social networking based; multitasking while learning

pRefeRRed mOde Of COmmUniCaTiOn Face to face; over the phone Email; voicemail Text message; IM; status update; blog

pRefeRRed OffiCe aTTiRe Business casual Business casual to comfortable Self-expressive

keYS TO ReTenTiOn Salary; job security; health benefits
Salary; autonomy; independence; promotion,  

promotion, promotion
Personal relationships; multiple tasks; fast rewards

BenefiTS needS Medical insurance; backup care for parents
Income protection; family support; customizable plans;  

automatic 401K; retirement education
Portability; forced savings; financial education;  

concierge services

dOpamime BOOSTeR Public recognition ROWE (results-only work environment) Time off; number of Twitter followers/Facebook friends

Life ORGanizaTiOn Work über alles Juggle career/family needs Connections first

ReSUmé STYLe Career-based; one job Job-based; one career Skill-based; multi-careers; job-hopping

deCiSiOn STYLe Consult spouse Coordinate with spouse/partner Consult Mom and Dad

WORk STYLe Solo Self-reliant; enjoy sometime collaboration Relaxed

miSSinG in aCTiOn Team spirit Tolerance for organizational stuff
Knowledge of company culture; professional behavior;  

social competence; long-term outlook

RepUTaTiOn Uncooperative Slacker; devil's advocate; cynical Self-absorbed; lacking work ethic

mOST SURpRiSinG CHaRaCTeRiSTiC Adaptability Participation in group activities; start-up mentality Risk-aversion; optimism

idenTiTY SOURCe Career Skills Connections

ReLaTiOnSHip TO CHanGe Resistant Welcoming Life defined by it: all options always open

Lived through aidS crisis, 
John Lennon's assassination, 
fall of Berlin Wall, Chernobyl 
disaster, slashes to employee 

benefits and pensions, divorce 
epidemic, also dawn of global 

energy crisis, Watergate 
scandal, Jonestown massacre, 

stock market implosions, 
exxon valdez oil spill, 

Challenger explosion, uprising 
in Tiananmen Square. Small 

wonder they have little 
trust in authority or faith in 

institutions.

The Gap Closer

Their sheer mass  
brought them into 

workforce with penchant 
for team participation, 
community, consensus-

building, not to mention 
competition.

Their sheer lack  
of formality may startle, 

but it isn't driven by 
disrespect of authority. 
They simply have tools 
to connect with anyone, 

anywhere, along with 
years of parental 

validation of every 
thought and feeling. 

Why not tweet anderson 
Cooper or shoot an 

email to the CeO with 
an idea for how the 

company might want to 
proceed?

Digital Dynamism: Gadgets 
are body appendages. 

Technology is means of 
maintaining constant 
connection as well as 

exchanging minute-by-
minute updates related 
to work or (more likely) 

social life. Sitting in a room 
to plan feels excruciating 

when a few fast texts could 
coordinate all they think 

they need to know to get job 
done. And you think it's just 

a short attention span!

Came to consciousness with Princess Diana's death, 
Columbine High School massacre, 9/11, start of Iraq and 
Afghanistan wars, Enron and WorldCom debacles, and 
shaped by growing unpredictability to value immediate 

payoffs over long-term strategies.

First generation of 
employees to prize 

work engagement and 
intellectual stimulation. 
also first in true give/
take partnerships at 

home, influencing 
career moves.

Status means much. 
Upgrades in rank, title 

or salary count. As 
approach retirement age, 
health care coverage—
especially if includes 

spouse or dependent—
wins loyalty.

psychic Bind: The need to 
transfer their experiential 
and institutional wisdom, 
especially to millennials, 

exposes fear that they will 
lose precisely what currently 

makes them so valuable.

Believe they already  
know pretty much 

everything they need to 
know, and impatience 
leads them to expect 

rapid promotion. Yet are 
the most tolerant and 

diversity-accepting hires.

Here's the ultimate cheat sheet for getting into the hearts and  
minds of those who make America work.
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mIllennIals

Boomers
mIllennIals

Vietnam War, 
Woodstock, birth 

control, civil rights, and 
giant leap for mankind 

are sociohistorical 
mind-shapers.

Boomers

Hi



B oomers may have made the most 
generational noise; after all, there 
were so many of them, they grew up 

in a time of expanding opportunity, and, of 
course, they ushered in rock and roll. 

But it’s Generation X that has really had 
to cope with a changed world. Get inside 
their heads and you’ll find that the funda-
mental life calculus for X-ers is markedly dif-
ferent from that of Boomers. And it will only 
be more so for Millennials, especially as they 
move into more stable, childbearing years.

Engage in conversation with any num-
ber of X-ers about their outlook and plans 
for the future and you’re likely to hear 
some variation on the following themes. 
n Intangible job benefits are as important 
as tangible ones. For example, the lifestyle 
that goes with a job is just as important as 
the job itself. There are some desirable trade-
offs for big incomes. Where and how one 
lives—how far from the ski slope, how close 
to the coast, how communal the town—is 
not merely a deciding factor but a guiding 
factor in seeking a job. “Different jobs have 
different lifestyle benefits. There is just more 

thinking that way now,” an X-er confides.
n Flex time is an absolute essential, even if 
there’s an at-home partner. Of course, face 
time is critical on a job. But the ability to 
work remotely is necessary. It’s a matter of 
balance, and it boils down to very mundane 
facts of life. “You can’t live a normal life with-
out flex time. Someone has to be home to 
make sure that the new boiler is delivered 
and installed correctly,” says another Gen-
Xer. “It doesn’t matter how much in the 
way of snacks a company provides, we don’t 
want to live at the office. We do want to work 
hard and see results.” What’s more, an X-er 
observes, “we have the tools. You can be at 
home and be in meetings all day.”
n In probably the most significant change 
of all, strategic planning about jobs and 
life is made totally in collaboration with a 
spouse. By mutual consent, partners take 
turns seeking and accepting opportunities 
to advance their careers—and their deci-
sions are often built around the security 
provided by job benefits received by one 
partner. “We rely on benefits to make de-
cisions, and we use benefits to trade off  
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HR  
Resource

opportunities. Is this the time for me to 
focus on the kids? Is this the time for my 
partner to create that start-up?”
n Retirement not only looks a lot less pos-
sible economically, it’s also not as desirable 
as it once seemed. “It looks boring. Besides, 
the evidence suggests it’s not good for brain 
or body.” Changes in the economy have in-
clined X-ers to believe that “in order to accrue 
sufficient funds for retirement, you have to 
do something innovative. It doesn’t seem 
that you’re going to get rich buying stock any-
more.” Instead, X-ers want to develop skills 
they can eventually deploy part-time.
n “You’re on your own.” X-ers do not have 
the illusion that their company will take 
care of them. They believe that everyone 
is his own brand. “Everyone has her own 
network and builds on that,” says one X-er. 
n The workplace is indeed more complex, 
more diverse, faster moving than ever. It 
can be a challenging environment. X-ers 
expect their companies to educate them on 
the new realities of process—how to man-
age conflict, how to manage change.
n In a skill-based world, X-ers expect their 
company to contribute to their professional 
development. “There are conferences, work-
shops, and other forms of education that are 
vital to our continued growth and interest.”
n “You’re your own headhunter.” There 
is a real overlap between professional and 
social networks, and it is highly functional. 
“Social networks have really been empow-
ered,” an X-er remarks.
n All benefits need to be highly portable, 
especially 401Ks. In a world of constant 
change, the opportunities don’t stand still. 
Neither can employees.

And these are the folks who were once 
called Slackers? That’s a joke, right? They’re 
not apathetic or overly cynical. And there’s 
nothing wrong with their work ethic. They 
just have had a lot to figure out on their own.
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X Marks 
the Change
Boomers made all the noise. 
 X-ers must navigate all the change. 
Millennials will complete the shift.


